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### ABOUT @CHRISSTRUB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **PUBLISHED AUTHOR**          | '50 States, 100 Days: The Book' (2015)  
|                               | 'Fight For Good Tour: The Book' (2017)                                                                                             |
| **INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER**     | Keynote, Marketed.Live 2018 (Nottingham UK)                                                                                          |
|                               | Social Media Marketing World 2019 & 2020                                                                                             |
|                               | Spoken in: Chicago, Denver, Wichita, Lima OH, Dayton OH, Atlanta (3x), Las Vegas, Louisville                                      |
| **CONTRIBUTOR**               | Published 80+ articles on Forbes.com                                                                                               |
| **FORMER CLIENTS**            | Humana, BBBSA, Salvation Army USA                                                                                                 |
| **AS SEEN/HEARD ON**          | Cheddar (2x), FOX 5 NY, FOX 5 Las Vegas, News 12 Long Island, 6ABC Philadelphia, SocialPros Podcast                             |
| **EDUCATION**                 | Binghamton University (NY) '07                                                                                                    |
Delivering information with ENERGY

Presentations are a performance. How will your audience FEEL after watching?

Created live from his signature, state-of-the-art '#FlyTheWStudio,' a webinar with Chris Strub will not only educate but invigorate your community to take action immediately.

Webinar availability and quote: chrisstrub@gmail.com
TOPIC: LIVESTREAMING VIDEO
TITLE: Confidence, Content, Capacity - How Nonprofits Can Leverage Live Video
An energizing, example-filled overview of how to get your nonprofit seen and heard through live video.

TOPIC: INSTAGRAM STORIES
TITLE: The Stories Revolution: How to Earn And Keep Attention
A motivating, detailed walkthrough of tools & tactics needed to build an audience on Instagram Stories.

TOPIC: TWITTER
TITLE: How To Network and Build Your Authority Through Twitter
A mindset-shifting look at the three key principles to get meaningful results from effectively using Twitter.

TOPIC: CROWDSOURCING
TITLE: The Content Conundrum - Why Your Supporters' Content Is Better Than Yours
A tactical-and-practical approach to getting followers on social media to create content for you, & about you.

USING SOCIAL TO BUILD A MOVEMENT
TITLE: Building a Social Media Movement In (Your Community)
Chris's signature 2020 talk, encompassing how to utilize live video, short-form stories and microblogging together.

Webinar availability and quote: chrisstrub@gmail.com
Creating a Unique Virtual Experience

Remote live production doesn't require an expensive videography agency.

In May 2020, Chris remotely produced three giving days: 65 live videos, between Facebook and YouTube, featuring more than 100 remote guests. The days raised more than $11.3 million.

Want to re-create an auction? A dinner? A performance? If you can imagine it, we can do it.

Remote live production availability & quote: chrisstrub@gmail.com
In-Real-Life Energy Through The Screen

Nobody wants to watch a boring virtual event. Chris Strub is your secret weapon.

Known for electrifying in-person and digital audiences, Chris Strub’s innovative, avant garde approach to hosting giving days nationwide can be that magical element you need for your event.

Virtual event hosting availability & quote: chrisstrub@gmail.com